
  
 

 

 
Spotlight on Monte McNaughton: Lambton-Kent-Middlesex 

 
The last Ontario provincial election produced 31 new MPPs. With almost 30 per cent of 
Ontario’s 107 MPPs new to the legislature, it is challenging to learn who these members are 
and what issues are most important to them, their constituents and their parties.  
 
In today’s minority-government situation, having broad relationships across all three parties is 
critical. H+K Insight’s interview series introduces you to some of the new ‘players’. 

 
 
Monte McNaughton: Progressive Conservative MPP for Lambton-Kent-Middlesex. 
 

 

 
 
 
Monte was elected MPP for Lambton-Kent-Middlesex in October 2011 after falling just short of 
Liberal incumbent Maria Van Bommel in the 2007 provincial election. He was appointed Critic 
for Economic Development and Innovation, and also serves on the Ontario PC Jobs Task 
Force.   

 

1. What do you anticipate life will be like as MPP? 

Serving as an elected official is a very different and demanding life. Having previously 
served three terms on municipal council, I am aware of some of the many challenges this 
position will involve. I do know that serving as an MPP will be a very busy, constantly 
changing and exciting experience.  

 

2. What are your key priorities? 

The number one priority in my riding is to work at bringing and restoring good-paying, solid 
jobs and to strengthen our economy. I heard throughout the campaign that life is simply 
becoming unaffordable for families and I will work to reduce these costs. I also know that 
government spending has grown exponentially and needs serious focus to return to a 
balanced budget and, later, a surplus situation.  
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3. Most surprising / unexpected moment so far? 

I was extremely surprised that a bus load of people took time from their workdays to travel 
to Toronto to observe my swearing-in as an MPP. Being recognized by complete strangers 
is another unexpected aspect of my job as MPP. 

 

4. What was your first month like? 

Just like when you start any new position, as a newly elected MPP, I had a large learning 
curve and continue to learn new things about my position. I took seminars on 
parliamentary procedure, house operations and have generally taken time to learn how to 
transition from a political candidate to an elected legislator. 

 

5. Biggest difference between your Queen’s Park duties and your constituency duties? 

It is most clear when comparing the two aspects of this position. At home and in the 
constituency, local issues matter. Local people, local politics, local issues and local 
solutions; whereas while in Toronto there is lots of time spent meeting and discussing 
issues, but they tend to be larger issues, bigger projects, et cetera. I will enjoy being a 
constituency-based MPP and work hard for my constituents, trying to resolve their 
problems and increase access to government programs and services on their behalf. 

 

6. Tell us about your specific role at Queen’s Park? 

As Critic for Economic Development and Innovation, I have an important role. It is my duty 
to monitor and observe the Ministry of Economic Development and Innovation and 
generally hold the Minister’s feet to the fire during daily question period and house duties.  
I am also a member of the PC Party Jobs Task Force and look forward to bringing my 
experience as a small businessman to the Task Force.   

 

Next week’s interview will be with the NDP’s Monique Taylor, MPP for Hamilton-Mountain. 


